
Dear Joost students, 

  

thank you for all your letters.  We saw you already got the letter with description 

of different art venues from the art history students, so you have something to 

read during your flight. 

We’ve had quite an interesting and busy week. It’s really interesting to see how 

something you’ve thought through so much can be totally different when you start 

to put the pieces into the gallery space. The exhibition is finally growing in front of 

us! Hooray! For some of us, this is actually the first time going through this process, 

that’s why the happiness and all the surprises. 

We started on Saturday with driving the largest artworks to the Škuc and already 

we managed to scratch the rented van so it was quite a beginning. Fortunatelly the 

owner was just laughung and not giving us too much of a hard time, probably 

because two women were driving? On Sundat evening we had the artists/curators 

dinner which turned out to be a lot of fun. The artist Neža, who organised the 

gathering, attached the camera on to a children train toy – so it was driving in a 

circle on the table, recording all of us who sat around it. We are still waiting for 

her to intervene on the video, hopefully today we will see the final result. 

It’s very interesting to see all the artworks at last. Because we’ve chosen a lot of 

them basically only through the presented idea it’s only now we see, what the 

artists have actually done. Some of the works are not anymore exactly what we’ve 

discussed earlier, so now it’s been quite a challenge to make things work (in a 

dialogue with the artists of course). We also needed to make some changes 

considering the position of the pieces in the gallery, because some parts turned out 

to be too full with artworks. Building the tunnel which leads you directly from the 

entrance to the first room was also a big challenge but maybe we’ll tell more about 

it on the spot itself. 

  

If you have time, check out our sites:  



http://cetrticetrti.tumblr.com/  

http://www.worldofart.org/current/14th-year-20112013/4-4 

Here we try to put as much material as we can, but because of the lack of time it 

still doesn’t include everything we want. Hopefully after tomorrow, we’ll be able 

to work more on that part too. 

We again attached some photos from the dinner and the process of setting up the 

works in the gallery space. It's good you are coming for the opening so you don't see 

the kaos at the moment. 

 

Leaving the visual arts aside – there’s an interesting concert on the 9th of April in 

Metelkova – Soft Moon are coming, maybe you know the band? 

http://www.menzaprikoritu.org/?p=18455&lang=en 

  

We wish you a safe trip, fun with packing today (it’s still quite cold here and don’t 

forget your umbrellas!) and now finaly – see you all tomorrow! 

  

Kind regards, 

World of Art students 

 

Maja Alibegović  mayaaoife@gmail.com 

Maja Antončič  bucimaja@gmail.com 

Lenka Đorojević    lenkadjorojevic@yahoo.com 

Jasna Jernejšek  jasnajernejsek@gmail.com 

Miha Kelemina  miha.kelemina@gmail.com 

Nina Skumavc  nina.skumavc@gmail.com 

Denis Volk              denis.v12@gmail.com 
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